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THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER RETURNS! Visit new planets, meet new adversaries

and explore a very new direction, as Hazel becomes a toddler while her family struggles to stay on

their feet. Collects SAGA #19-24.
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Incredible series. I'd refer you to Vol 1 for a sense of the plot, but it's really a (very) mature tale of

starcrossed lovers in a war-torn space opera.This book is like nothing else out there. Volume 4

continues strong. The first chapter opens rather bleakly, instilling a sense of dread in the reader as

they plow forward. But Vaughn and Staples zig when you expect a zag. Not only that, but the

supporting cast keeps expanding, and each new and returning member is just as fascinating as the

next in both design and writing.Staples art remains top-notch, while this may be Vaughn's best

writing to date, which says something for such an accomplished author. The narrative structure of

Hazel relating her family's past to us from the margins manages to interject humor, sorrow, and

some profundity to the book. The world-building gets ever-stronger while never losing sight of the

characters at the core. Everything makes a weird sort of sense, and each act follows the next, like



dominoes collapsing one after the other.Finally, it's worth mentioning that the extras are seemingly

saved for the Deluxe Edition, but if you're simply a trade-waiter eager for your next hit of Vaughn

and Staples' addictive series, this is for you.

Vaughn continues to be better at writing families than writing wars, but the wars within the family

here is played very, very well. The stresses on both parents, the results of the first story arc

beginning to root in a way much larger than Marko and Alana or their daughter, Hazel. Hazel's

narrative voice remains a little too precocious and witty, but it's hard to tell Hazel's age of narration.

Fiona Staples's art remains perfect and I am beginning to really appreciate the diversity of her

character design and how expressive even the robot people are.

Still great, though these parents are bad parents.

Lot more death and mayhem this time around, but still equally promising for the remaining volumes.

I don't know what to expect next- it's non-stop story.

Continues to be one of the best comic series around. Saga is an absolute must read. Don't let the

Image Comics logo fool you - this is a mature, well written story with real depth; the fact that this is

coming from the same publisher that gave us such gems as "Battle Pope" practically defies

belief.Bottom line: this is THE best comic currently running, no exceptions. Mature, dark, complex,

and extremely graphic - it is full of moments of hilarity and heartbreak in equal measure. I cannot

recommend this enough.

This story has turned into a fever dream, and I adore it. The characters and their voices are so

unlike anything else out there. They are each such unique and honest individuals. I love each little

vignette. They do amass to a discernible plot line, but the joy is each scene, each sentence, each

panel. Fiona Staples's artwork continues to be the best in the business. Whimsical, kinetic, luscious,

sexy, gory and surreal - she captures body-language and facial expressions too fine to name, too

real and complex to label. She is on another level and this is the best ongoing series I am aware of;

weird and wonderful.

Wonderful! In spite of everything that happens in this volume, I found it much less depressing,

compared with previous volumes. There is a lot more interpersonal relationship drama for the main



characters in this volume, rather than action. However, I feel this is a good thing--it makes the

characters seem a lot more realistic (although I could see how it might not be viewed well by

others).If you've been following the series up until this point, you're probably not going to abandon it

any time soon. With how this volume ends, I am looking forward to Volume 5!

This whole book was an emotional roller coaster. I won't spoil anything but if you loved the first three

books of Saga you'll likely love this one as well!
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